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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with a mathematical model for the electromagnetic field in a ferromag- 
netic medium. In such a material, the magnetic induction and the magnetic field are linked by 
the relation B = p(H + U), where the magnetic moment u is a unitary vector field defined on 
the ferromagnetic body R and ti is the extension of u by zero outside 0. The electromagnetic 
field (E, H) and the magnetic moment u are governed by the following system, which couples 
Landau-Lifschitz equation with Maxwell equations: 
$+uzg =27L*(LkL+H), on lR+ x 0, 
E$ - curlH + alaE = 0, 
a 
on !R+ x R”, 
onR+ xlR3, 
(1.1) 
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with the boundary conditions and initial data 
au 
TV= 0, on lR+ x cm, 
40, x) = uo(z), in R, 
E(O,z) = Eo(z), in Iw”: 
H(0, x) = Ho(z), in R”. 
(1.2) 
In these equations, we assume 
l I_L = ~1 in 0 and ,LL = ~0 outside of 0, 
l the conductivity a E L”(R) is positive on 0, 
l E E L”(IR3) and E = EO outside of R, 
l uo E H’(n) satisfies 1~01 = 1 almost everywhere, 
l HO and EO are in L2(lR3), 
l divp(Ho + G) = 0 on lR3. 
Different models of micromagnetism are described in detail in [ILL]. 
In [4], Carbou and Fabrie show that there exists a weak solution of this syst,em which satisfies 
the following: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
u E L"(R+; F@(n)) and 1~1 = 1 almost everywhere. 
2 E IL”@+ x 0). 
H E Lo3(lR+;lL2(lR3)). 
E E L”(iRf; P(lP)). 
We have the following energy estimate: 
(1.3) 
where 
E(t) = s Q/alVu(t,z)12dz + is (/~IH(t,x)l~ + ~IE(t,rc)l~) d:c. 
In the same paper, they study the w-limit set of a trajectory u without analysing the brhaviour 
of H and E when the time goes t,o +CQ. 
In the present paper, we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let IL, E H’(R;S2), H, E L2(R3), E, E L”(R”) such that tllere racists a 
sequence of time t,, t, --) +cc satisfying 
4L .) - Qm, in H1 (C2) weakly, 
H(tn> .) - Hm, in L2(0) weakly, 
E(L, .) - E,, in L2(Cl) weakly. 
Then we have 
u, A (Au, + H,) = 0, in R, 
curl H, = curl E, = 0, in R3, 
divp(Hoo + U,) = 0, in IR”, 
div(&oE,) = div(EoEo), on ES” \ 0, 
E,=O, 011 (2. 
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REMARK 1.1. In [4], we prove that U, satisfies 
U, A (Au, + H(u,)) = 0, in R, 
where H(u,) satisfies 
curlH(UIL,) = 0, in lR3, 
divpa(H(U,) + 21,) = 0, in R3. 
The function H(u,) is obtained by a time average process, but not as the limit of H(t,, .). On 
the other hand, the theorem proved in [4] remains valid when the conductivity 0 is zero on R. 
In this paper, it is shown that the weak accumulation point (H,, E,) is a stationary state for 
the homogeneous Maxwell equations. The proof is based on a result in [5], where the asymptotic 
behaviour of solutions to certain semilinear hyperbolic systems is studied. In [5], a generaliza- 
tion of the unique continuation principle for the scalar wave equation used in [6-S] is proved, 
which deals with a class of semilinear hyperbolic systems including Maxwell’s equations for not 
necessarily bounded spatial domains. 
We prove Theorem 1 in the second part of this paper. The third part is devoted to the 
quasi-stationary model of micromagnetism, and we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let (a,), be a sequence of positive reals such that on -+ 0, when n - +cm. 
We set 
E(n)(x) = @%4x) and p(n)(z) = %lL(S). 
Let (un, E”, Hn) be a weak solution of Landau-Lifschitz-Maxwell equations with E = ~(72) 
and ~1 = p(n). Then, extracting a subsequence, (un, H”) tends to (u, H) in La@+; Hl(st)) x 
Loo@+; P(lR3)) weak *, and (u, H) satisfies 
au 
t)t+~Ag=2~~(A~+H), in lR+ x R, 
du 
- = 0, 
dn 
curl H = 0 and div(p(H + Ti)) = 0, 
on lR+ x dR, 
onR+ xR3. 
REMARK 1.2. The convergence of u, was proved in [4]. In that paper, we obtained the conver- 
gence of H using a time average process. We give here a new proof without using this average 
process. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Throughout this section, let (u, H, E) be a weak solution of Landau-Lifschitz-Maxwell equa- 
tions. 
Due to energy estimate (1.3), we know that fiE E L2 (II@ x a). 
We introduce a sequence of times (tn) as in the hypothesis of Theorem 1. 
We consider now the operator B defined by 
B(e, h) = (&-‘curl h, -pL-lcurle) 
with the domain D(B) = Hcurl (R3) x Hcurl (R3), where Hcurl (R3) is the space of all e E L2(R3) 
with curie E L2(R3). 
We recall that B* = -B and that B is the generator of a unitary group in the Hilbert space 
X = L2(lR3; ll@) endowed with the scalar product ((e, f), (g, h)) = JR3(& eg + p fh) dx. We 
remark that the norm associated to this scalar product is equivalent to the usual L2 norm on 
L2(W; W6). 
The field (E, H) satisfies the variation of constants formula 
(E, H)(t) = etB(EO, Ho) - ite,,,,B ( E-~cJ~&,~ (s) ds. “) (2.4) 
We set wn(t) = (E(tn + t), H(tn + t)) and w, = (E,, H,). For w = (e. IL) E lR3 x W”, we 
denote (w)l = e. 
FIRST STEP. Let us prove that [Iw~~(~) - etBw,,(0)II~2(~3) tends to zero as 7% + +co. 
We obtain from equation (2.4) 
s t,,+t wn(t) - etBw,(0) = - L t’(fr’+t-s)B ($2) (s) &, 
Since the operator e(t,b+t-s)B is unitary with respect to the weighted scalar product of X and 
E-I/~, D, ,u112 E L”, we have 
Ilwn(t) - etB wn(0)ll 
t,, +t 
ICX.4 [(i s t,, R o,E(s),‘drds)li + (i:“b i$12 dids)1’2] > 
where the constant C is independent on n and t. 
Now we obtain that Ilwn(t) - etBw,(0)jlL’(W3) tends to zero as n - +cc for fixed t, since 
&E E L2(Rf x 0) and $$ E L2(R+ x 0). 
SECOND STEP. Let us prove that 
(etB &) 1 = 0, on lR x 0. (2.5) 
Since ~~(0) 3 We in L2(IR3) weakly, there holds etBw,,(0) - etBw, in L”(R”) weakly for all 
fixed t. From the First Step, we obtain that 
w,(t) -e tBW ool in L” (R3) weakly for all t E IR. 
On the other hand, it follows from the energy est,imate that oE(t, + .) = (T(w,,) 1 tends to zero 
in L”(] - T,T[ x0) for all T > 0. 
Hence, g(etBw,)l = 0 on ] - T, T[ xR for all T > 0. Since CJ > 0 on R, assertion (2.5) follows. 
CONCLUSION. From (2.5) and Theorem 1 in [5, Section 3, p. 4481, we obtain that w, E I<er B, 
i.e., w, satisfies the stationary homogeneous Maxwell equations 
curl H, = 0, 
curlE, = 0. 
We proceed as in [4] to obtain that U, and H, satisfy the following system: 
U, A (Au, + H,) = 0, in R, 
divp 
( 
H, + U, 
> 
= 0, in R3. 
Furthermore, E, is completely determined by 
curl E, = 0, in lR3, 
E,=O, in R, 
V’cpED((R3),((p=OinRandcurlcp=0) + S,s&Ea~ = S,.&E~P. 
The latter property implies that div(&E,) = div(EEo) on the nonconducting region “0. 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We recall the energy estimate satisfied by (u,, E,, H,) 
where 
P(t) = [ p(n)~vU7L(t)~2 + I_ c(n)IE1L(t)12 + 
J 
t4GW)12~ 
JO JW R.3 
From the hypothesis about ~(12) and ,u(?I), we obtain that there exists a constant C such that 
Extracting a subsequence, we assume that 
dUrL au 
-u, 2 -, 
at at 
wl - u, in Lm (IFi+; H’(0)) weakly and in Lf,,, (IR+; L2(s2)) strong and a.e., 
in L2 (lRf x 0) weakly, 
H” - H, in L2 (Ii%’ x R3) weakly. 
Now since divp(Hn + un) = 0 for any t, we obtain that divp(H + U) = 0. 
Furthermore, Maxwell equations give 
EKES = -alnEn + curl H”. (3.6) 
From the estimate on mETL, we derive that EEL tends to zero in Loo(IR+; R3) strongly, 
e 
so the left-hand side term of (3.6) tends to zero in D’(R+ x II?.‘). 
Now, from the estimate on &En, the term alnET’ tends to zero in L2(IR+ x0). As curl Hn - 
curl H in D’(lR+ x IR3), we obtain that curl H = 0 and the proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
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